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THERMAL BLANKET 
Experience the pinnacle of pool solar heating with our specialised expertise,
exclusively employing the premium Sunbather 4mm Heat Guard thermal
blanket material. Meticulously crafted with top and bottom welds on every
seam, our solution guarantees unparalleled strength and durability. The final
touch of sleek edge binding not only adds a touch of elegance but also
ensures seamless water flow through the blanket, preventing any water from
getting trapped. Elevate your pool heating experience with our commitment
to quality and innovation.



THERMAL BLANKET | THE PROCESS

STEP 1: WE MEASURE YOUR POOL

One of our skilled cover specialists
will visit your location to assess and
measure your pool. They will take
detailed photos to ensure that the
cover is perfectly tailored to fit your
pool.

STEP 2: YOU CHOOSE A COLOUR

When you decide to proceed, you
have the flexibility to choose a color
of your preference. Should you
require assistance in making this
choice, we are more than happy to
provide guidance. Our available
color options include black, silver,
or blue.

STEP 3: CUSTOM MAKE & INSTALL  

After obtaining the measurements,
and colour specifications, our in-
house seamstress will expertly craft
a custom cover designed to fit your
pool perfectly. Once ready, we'll
return the cover to you and ensure
it is installed seamlessly, aligning
with the chosen Downunder or
roller specifications.
*in somes cases we will cut to shape



THE DOWNUNDER RANGE 

IN-DECK DOWNUNDERIN-GROUND DOWNUNDER

or check out our other roller options 
www.poolsolarheating.co.nz

Enhance your comfort by pairing your custom thermal blanket with one
of our versatile roller options. Our in-ground and in-deck Downunder
Rollers not only deliver a sophisticated, discreet look but also
effortlessly tuck your blanket away when not in use and seamlessly
retrieve it as needed. Additionally, we offer a diverse range of rollers to
cater to your specific requirements, whether that entails wheels, wall
mounts, bench integration, seating concealment, or even motorized
functionality.



ROLLERS
114 GDSR SEAT ROLLER 114 PLATINUM ROLLER

114 SSW ROLLER 114 GD-T ROLLER

114 DDL WALL MOUNTED ROLLER 114 DDT BENCH/BOX ROLLER

AR-200 GROUND ROLLER AR-200 WALL ROLLER 


